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“Didn’t this guy call the masked man a clown? It’s obvious who the clown is now.”

“He called the guy sick in the head, but he didn’t bother to look in a mirror. He had it coming!”

“Let’s not talk about him anymore; it’s all redundant. Don’t all of you feel something strange about the

atmosphere on the stage? Just look at Maurina-he’s staring at the masked man so intensely! I think

Maurina may go against their earlier agreement for safety’s sake,” stated an above-average warrior.

A warrior from the Lycan Continent next to him remarked, “Do you think Maurina will attack now?”

That above-average warrior nodded. “He may just do that. After all, if he doesn’t attack now, they’ll be only

left with ten seconds in the end. If the masked man is at least slightly intelligent, he’ll make sure he

doesn’t spend that much effort killing the beast. He won’t lose out on that much anyway. After all, there are

ten Life Points to be gained in total.”

“Maurina will get five, while Rowan will take away a part of it. Only one or two will probably be left. One or

two Life Points aren’t useful at all. No matter how hard he tries, he’ll probably not manage to get three Life

Points, and he’ll end up spending a lot of his true energy.”

“However, Maurina didn’t have as much freedom to choose as that guy. He has to do his best to get the

Life Points. He might end up completely spent after the battle and might not be able to deal with this guy

in ten seconds. Rowan would probably not be in that much better of a state. Furthermore, with what the

guy has shown, he’s probably close to Rowan in strength, so he’ll most likely survive for ten seconds. I

feel like Maurina will surely violate the agreement.”

“Even if it’s embarrassing, he probably won’t care, even if the news ends up embarrassing all the warriors

from the Star Continent. After all, there’s a secret behind this guy, and he’s humiliated Star Continent so

much! If this guy ends up getting off the stage safely, well… That will hurt the Star Continent’s dignity even

more!”

Saying that, that above-average warrior could not help but laugh. “Maurina is probably very conflicted

now. Serves them right! The warriors from Star Continent have been so arrogant with how they act and

this is the outcome they deserved!”

That warrior did not even bother lowering his voice when they spoke, and everyone around him could hear

him.

He did not care that warriors from the Star Continent could hear him at all. After all, he was strong in his

own right and had a significant background. If the Star Continent wanted to go against him, they would

need to seriously consider it beforehand.

Even though none of the warriors around him were as fearless about the situation, they still nodded in

support.

Quite a few of them had seen through the most important part of the situation, and everyone began to

understand Maurina’s train of thought.

***

Dora looked at the gray sword in his hand before he looked up at Maurina coldly. Even the spectators

were able to guess what Maurina was thinking, let alone him.
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